Effects of Shapes of Solute Molecules on Diffusion: A Study of Dependences on Solute Size, Solvent, and Temperature.
Diffusivities of basically linear, planar, and spherical solutes at infinite dilution in various solvents are studied to unravel the effects of solute shapes on diffusion. On the basis of the relationship between the reciprocal of diffusivity and the molecular volume of solute molecules with similar shape in a given solvent at constant temperature, the diffusivities of solutes of equal molecular volume but different shapes are evaluated and the effects due to different shapes of two equal-sized solute molecules on diffusion are determined. It is found that the effects are dependent on the size of the solute pairs studied. Evidence of the dependence of the solute-shape effects on solvent properties is also demonstrated and discussed. Here, some new diffusion data of aromatic compounds in methanol at different temperatures are reported. The result for methanol in this study indicates that the effects of solute shape on diffusivity are only weakly dependent on temperature.